Social Behavior Mapping

What is Social Behavior Mapping?
Social Behavior Mapping is a visual strategy for helping individuals understand the impact of their
behavior on others and, in turn, how others then impact the individual. In Social Behavior Mapping, a
visual map is used to break down how one person impacts another, Generally, two maps are used
together—one showing the impact of expected (i.e., appropriate) behaviors, and another showing
the impact of unexpected (i.e., inappropriate) behaviors. The feelings of others are then listed, then
the behavior of others based on their feelings, and then the feeling of the individual based on how
others behave and treat him/her are included.

What can Social
Behavior Mapping
Teach?
Because social mapping is focused on
the impact of the individual on others, it
is primarily designed for appropriate social behaviors. Social mapping is not a
tool you would use to teach a student
how to play with materials or how to order lunch, but it could be used to explain WHY it is important to play appropriately or WHY it is important to wait in
line to order lunch.
Social Mapping can be used to teach
the social impact of almost any skill in
almost any setting. The key idea is to
ensure the individual maps both the expected and unexpected behaviors so
they can see the contrast in outcomes.

Making a Map
When making a social map, it can help to follow the
steps listed below:
1) Start with a blank map that outlines the information categories
2) Use the “Expected” page first. Start on the far left
and work down each column in order.
3) Ensure the individual is an active part of the map
creation. A map is not a finished product you present to the individual, but rather, it’s the actual process that you go through with the individual.
4) Provide prompting, as necessary, to help the individual list multiple ideas in each category.
5) Next, go through the same process on the
“Unexpected” page.
6) Finally, talk through both pages with the individual.
Help them see how making “Expected” choices
actually benefits them and results in the outcomes
they prefer.

Example
Social Map for In Class Work Time
Expected
behaviors

How others
feel

Try to do the Happy
work
Calm
Ask for help
Pleased
Stay quiet so
Productive
others can
work
Take a break
if needed

Consequences How you
feel

Unexpected
behaviors

How others
feel

Consequences How you
feel

Others can get Happy
their work
Proud
done

Whine/yell
about work

Annoyed

Others cannot Angry
work and yell
Frustrated
at me
Hurt
My teacher
Ashamed
sends me to
the principal

I get some or
all of my work
done
I get a break
rather than
get in trouble

Throw
papers
Stomp feet

Distracted
Angry
Frustrated

Refuse to do
work

I lose my
reward time
People avoid
looking at/
sitting near me

How Can I Learn More?
Books
•

Winner, M.G. (2007). Social Behavior Mapping - Connecting Behavior, Emotions and Consequences Across the Day. Santa Clara, CA: Think Social Publishing.

•

Crooke, P. & Winner, M.G. (2011). Social Fortune or Social Fate: A Social Thinking Graphic
Novel Map for Social Quest Seekers. Santa Clara, CA: Think Social Publishing.

Website
•

https://www.socialthinking.com/
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